
The Search for 
Extraterrestrial Intelligence





Methods for searching for life

! Direct searches for microbial life in the solar system

! rovers, sample return missions to Mars, Europa, etc.


! Indirect searches for signs of life in the atmospheres of 
extra-solar planets

! biomarkers such as methane, ozone, etc.


! Detection of signals from intelligent civilisations

! the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI)



Where Should SETI Look?

! The Solar System?

! no signs of intelligent life elsewhere in the solar system


! Nearby Sun-like stars (with habitable planets?)

! The Milky Way Galaxy


! several hundred billion stars

! how far can we look?


! Beyond the Milky Way?

! much more difficult



The Drake equation

! Approximately how many 
civilisations capable of 
sending signals are currently 
present in the Milky Way?


! While we don’t know the 
answer, Frank Drake 
summarized the key factors 
which go into estimating this 
number, in what is called the 
Drake Equation



A simplified version of the 
Drake equation

! N = NHP x flife x fciv x fnow

! N = total # of detectable civilizations in Milky Way

! NHP = # of habitable planets in the Milky Way

! flife = fraction of habitable planets which have life

! fciv = fraction of life-bearing planets upon which a 

civilization capable of sending signals has arisen

! either in the past or at present


! fnow = fraction of these planets which have the capability of 
sending signals now



How can we improve our estimates of the 
factors in the Drake equation?



What should SETI look for?
! The primary method of searching for advanced civilizations is to try 

to detect signals

! while most people think of SETI listening for these signals, sound cannot 

travel through empty space!

! instead, SETI watches for signals (often using radio telescopes)


! The goal is to look for light that changes with time (a variable 
signal)

! otherwise, it is nearly impossible to discern between light from aliens vs. light 

from stars, etc.

! Most SETI projects are carried out using the radio part of the 

spectrum, though some is done in the optical too

! Confirmation that a signal is from an advanced civilization means 

ruling out other possible sources

! human transmissions, satellites, airplanes, etc.

! natural sources which vary with time


! e.g., pulsars, variable stars

! noise peaks



Parameter space to be searched

! Potential signals may have a wide variety of properties, and 
therefore there are many factors to consider when 
carrying out a SETI search

! Location on the sky


! One approach is to target individual nearby Sun-like stars

! Another approach is to sky large swaths of sky in less detail


! Frequency or wavelength

! The radio part of the spectrum is most popular, especially the 1420 MHz 
(21 cm) frequency


! Width of frequency channel

! Signal strength

! Signal duration

! Etc.!



The radio spectrum and the water window



The radio spectrum and the water window



The Arecibo radio observatory: 300m 
diameter radio dish



Current Radio SETI Projects



What are the most distant signals we can 
expect to detect?

! The largest radio transmitter/receiver on Earth is the 300m 
diameter Arecibo radio telescope.


! The strongest signal it can produce is around 107W.

! Arecibo can detect a signal of this strength, produced using a 

similar antenna, up to 1000 Ly away.

! This corresponds to a signal strength at Earth of 10-32W.

! For comparison, the strongest terrestrial signals are of order 106W 

(TV antennae and military radar).

! Note that the changeover to digital signal transmission is making the 

Earth radio “quiet” (signals are 100 times weaker).

! Therefore, an alien Arecibo could detect our TV (broadcast today) at 

100 Ly and our modern digital transmissions at 10 Ly.



SETI@home



Any Detections Yet??

! There have been no 
confirmed SETI detections 
to date


! There have been a 
number of possible 
detections


! Many “false positives” 
occur due to human 
activity

! satellites, planes, radar, etc.



LGM-1
! Detected as a periodic radio signal in 

1967.

! Signal detected at 0.74 Hz.

! Labelled (playfully) as LGM (Little 

Green Men) 1.

! Upon announcing the signal as 

arising from an unknown class of 
astronomical object, Fred Hoyle 
almost immediately identifies it as a 
rapidly rotating neutron star - 
dubbed a pulsar.



The Allen Telescope Array
! Will consist of 350 6-

metre radio telescopes in 
Hat Creek, California

! 42 of these telescopes are 

now active

! Primarily funded by Paul 

Allen (co-founder of 
Microsoft)


! Will be used for SETI 
and for other radio 
astronomy projects



First Image Taken by the Allen 
Telescope Array

Radio Optical





Can they detect us?

! Other civilizations may be 
able to detect signals 
from us (and reply!)


! We have been 
broadcasting TV (and 
other signals) outwards 
from the Earth for about 
80 years


! However, only the very 
closest stars could receive 
and reply to these 
transmissions within our 
lifetime



The Arecibo message

! Beamed to the globular cluster M13 on 16 November 1974.

! M13 is 25,000 Ly away.

! The signal consisted of 1679 digits amounting to 210 bytes 

of information.

! Transmitted at 2320 MHz with 1 MW of power.

! 1679 is a semi prime number equal to 23x79.

! Re-arranging the digit stream as a 23x79 rectangle reveals 

the “message”



! The numbers one (1) through ten (10)

! The atomic numbers of the elements 

hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and 
phosphorus, which make up 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)


! The formulas for the sugars and bases 
in the nucleotides of DNA


! The number of nucleotides in DNA, and 
a graphic of the double helix structure 
of DNA


! A graphic figure of a human, the 
dimension (physical height) of an 
average man, and the human population 
of Earth


! A graphic of the Solar System

! A graphic of the Arecibo radio telescope 

and the dimension (the physical 
diameter) of the transmitting antenna 
dish

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_numbers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphorus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deoxyribonucleic_acid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formula
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sugar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base_(chemistry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleotides
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arecibo_Observatory


! Our attempts at communication are 
not always taken seriously.


! The Arecibo reply message took the 
form of a crop circle discovered 
close to a UK radio telescope in 
2001.


! It does raise the question though, 
“why did we send the original 
message”?


! In the 25,000 years taken for the 
signal to reach M13, the globular 
cluster will have moved out of the 
original beam and the signal will 
miss the target.


! The 1974 message was more of a 
demonstration of what is possible/
publicity stunt than a serious 
attempt at communication.





Have aliens been here already?



The context of SETI within the scientific 
community

! “The probability of success is difficult to estimate; but if we 
never search, the chance of success is zero.”                      
Morrison and Cocconi, Nature, 1959


! Should a SETI experiment detect an alien civilisation the 
results will have a tremendous social and scientific impact.


! But what do we learn if SETI experiments continue to discover 
nothing?


! We learn that the number of civilisations within a given volume 
broadcasting according to an anthropocentrically defined set of 
criteria is zero, placing an upper limit on the density of such 
civilisations.


! A number of scientist have questioned (some vehemently) 
whether this is “worthwhile” science.


